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Royal Mail Group and the UK Government have welcomed review
panel proposals for the development of postal services that include
a recommendation to introduce private capital to Royal Mail via a
strategic partnership.
The review panel, led by Richard Hooper, a former UK telecommunications regulator, published its report in December. It believes
there is a strong future for Royal Mail if it responds quickly to
customer needs and embraces the opportunities to be gained
from new technology.
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In a package of proposals designed to be implemented in full,
Mr Hooper’s report recommends a strategic partnership between
Royal Mail and a company or companies “with demonstrable
experience of transforming a major business, preferably a network
business.”
In response, TNT stated an interest in taking a substantial minority
stake. Royal Mail welcomed the approach and said it would have
discussions with TNT and any other potential partners.
Hooper stresses the need for Royal Mail to undertake a radical
reform of its network and to modernise faster. To achieve those
aims, it says Royal Mail needs commercial confidence, capital and
corporate experience.
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It stresses the threat posed to the universal service by digital
media, but counsels against any reduction in the current six-day
delivery, saying that sustaining the universal service is as fundamental as modernising Royal Mail.
The report also addresses the GBP 7 billion historic postal pension
deficit, proposing that government take action to remove the
burden from Royal Mail.
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Europe
Österreichische Post Budget Approved
Österreichische Post can begin implementing its revenue growth
plan following approval of its budget by its supervisory board. Its
management has proposed formulation of a longer term business
strategy for 2010 to 2012 later this year, once new postal regulations are known.

It recommends that the branch network, Post Office Ltd. should
remain wholly in public ownership on account of its wider social
role.
With regard to regulation, Hooper recommends a new postal
regulatory regime within communications market regulation.
On January 5, in a move believed to facilitate regulatory change,
Royal Mail announced that Lord David Currie was joining its board
as a non-executive director. Lord Currie is the current chairman of
Ofcom, the UK’s independent regulator for broadcasting, wireless
and telecommunications but will step down in March.
All the Hooper recommendations have been accepted by the
government and warmly welcomed by Royal Mail. Chief executive Adam Crozier said: “This package of proposals underlines
the government’s strong commitment to the future of Royal Mail
Group—both the Royal Mail postal business and Post Office Ltd.
Importantly for the company, these proposals are in line with
our submission to the Independent Review Panel and we firmly
believe they are in the best long term interests of our people, our
customers and the security of the Universal Service.”

Prior to the supervisory board meeting in December, Österreichische Post management outlined its strategy for considerable revenue growth by 2010 at a roundtable meeting with
government and unions. It also emphasised the need for a
decision on financing the universal service in a liberalised market.
The company has three main goals: continuation of a national
postal service; preservation of shareholder value; and employment
policy based on no mandatory redundancies in 2009 but natural
wastage through retirement, and a new, union-approved workers’
social plan.
In the mail division, Österreichische Post will generate revenue
through direct and multi-channel dialogue marketing, business
from sales and marketing companies abroad and address and
document management, including the digitalisation of company
mail rooms.
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For parcels and logistics, the company will operate in Europe,
offering comprehensive and national combined freight services
plus consumer parcels under the Post.at brand in central and
Eastern Europe. It will also develop its temperature-controlled
pharmaceutical logistics.
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TNT Adapts to Global Recession
TNT is adapting and realigning its activities in order to strengthen
its business during the global recession while continuing to exploit
opportunities for growth.
During the fourth quarter of 2008, the company saw “significant
further deterioration” in the market and business. That led to
pressure on volume beyond the levels assumed for the fourth
quarter. Volumes continued to decrease and fell below the level
for the fourth quarter of 2007.
The company will not be giving a full year 2009 outlook and
will instead indicate its predictions quarter by quarter; when it
publishes its full year 2008 figures on February16, it will give its
forecast for the first quarter of 2009.
TNT is planning structural cost savings of EUR 270 to 330 million
in the period 2009-2010. TNT Express will achieve savings of EUR
170 to 210 million; the company has also made provision for
further volume-dependent contingency savings up to EUR 120
million this year.

Measures for the branch network are: promotion of financial
services in partnership with PSK Bank; mobile financial consultants; a service campaign for small and medium-sized enterprises.

Mail volume is expected to drop from the present four percent to
six percent in coming years owing to substitution. The division will
continue with “Master” plans to adapt the organisation and cost
structure.

Chairman of the management board, Anton Wais, said “With the
budget now allocated for the 2009 financial year, Österreichische
Post continues to be on the right track for fair competition rules
and a level playing field in the postal market in 2011, ensuring
that every customer has the same value and all consumers pay
the same price for postal services.”

Targeted savings are EUR 60 to 70 million in 2009 and a further
EUR 40 to 50 million in 2010. The company hopes these savings
will be enhanced by finalisation of collective labour agreement
negotiations.

The supervisory board approved a management request to keep
about 1,000 positions vacant as a cost-saving measure. There will
be further cost savings in 2009 in central departments and investments.

TNT sees opportunities for mail in servicing the total e-commerce
value chain. Also, in some markets, the company will continue to
exploit an independent European mail network strategy; in other
markets, TNT says changing views on liberalisation might offer
opportunities for value creation through mail consolidation.
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German Court Rules against Minimum Wage

Michel Kunz, new Swiss Post CEO

The postal minimum wage of EUR 9.80 an hour is not binding on
TNT Post, according to the higher administrative court of BerlinBrandenburg which has ruled that it is contrary to prevailing
constitutional law.

Swiss Post has a new chief executive officer, Michel Kunz, who
has been a member of the management team since 1994 and
who currently heads both PostMail and PostLogistics.

The ruling confirms an earlier decision by the Berlin administrative
court in March last year, but is expected to be challenged by the
German Government.
TNT welcomed the ruling but commented that it would not end
uncertainty over minimum wages in the German postal market.
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Mr Kunz will take up his new position on April 1 when the present
chief executive officer, Ulrich Gygi, leaves the company for a new
position as chairman of the board of Swiss Federal Railways.
Also on April 1, Claude Béglé will take over as chairman of the
board from Anton Menth, who is retiring. Mr Béglé has been a
board member since October 2008.
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Board Changes Announced at DPWM

Piet Klaver, new Chairman of TNT

Deutsche Post World Net (DPWN) has announced changes to its
management and supervisory boards.

Piet Klaver has taken over as chairman of TNT’s supervisory board,
succeeding J.H.M. Hommen who will remain on the board until
April 8 to ensure a smooth handover.

John Allen, chief financial officer, will retire from full time work
at the end of June having decided to make use of a contractual
option to end his current term of office prematurely. DPWN will
name its new chief financial officer in due course.

Mr Klaver holds a number of supervisory board positions and is
chairman of the boards of the Utrecht School of Arts, Jaarbeurs
Utrecht, and Dekker Hout Groep.

Mr Allen joined DPWN in 2005 when it acquired Exel, where
he was chief executive officer. He was the management board
member in charge of logistics before becoming chief financial
officer with additional responsibility for global business services.
After retiring, he will act as a senior advisor to chief executive
officer Frank Appel.
Jürgen Weber has resigned as chairman and a member of the
supervisory board after 2 ½ years’ service and has been replaced
as chairman by Wulf von Schimmelmann.
Both Mr Allan and Mr Weber have taken their decision to retire
following the completion of two major challenges in the past
year: the sale of a stake in Deutsche Postbank and the company’s
exit from unprofitable, domestic DHL Express business in the
United States.
Meanwhile, DPWN’s head of corporate public policy and sustainability, Monika Wulf-Mathies, has retired and will be replaced in
April by Rainer Wend, a member of the German Bundestag and
economic policy spokesman for the Social Democratic Party.
Mr Wend will be responsible for the group’s political coordination,
environmental strategy and sustainability as well as corporate
social responsibility.
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Correos Makes Full-Time Appointments

Swiss Post Expands Document Management

Correos of Spain has awarded full-time jobs to 1,123 part-time
employees who applied for full-time positions under the
Permanent Transfer Selection Process.

Swiss Post has won an international tender to handle document
management for Zurich Financial Services Group in six European
countries.

The scheme is designed to promote stable employment and postal
service quality by making internal promotion easier and providing
access for employees to positions of their choice.

It will take over Zurich’s in-house and cross-border postal service
and document digitisation, processing and archiving about
400,000 documents and mail items a day. It will also set up an
integrated document management platform.

During 2007 and 2008, Correos has consolidated 12,000 full-time
jobs of which 4,900 are now held by employees who originally
joined the company in part-time positions.
Correos has a training programme which provided three million
hours of training to 115,000 employees at 4,420 events during
2008.

Swiss Post currently employs about 4,000 people in Europe and
the United States in document management services. It will take
over Zurich’s document management employees in all six countries included in its new contract.

Urgent Parts Service from Royal Mail
Royal Mail is launching an overnight parts distribution service that
delivers to field service engineers at their homes, businesses or
vehicles by 08.00 hours.
The launch follows a year-long pilot with white goods manufacturer Indesit Company delivering half a million parts to 1,000 field
engineers.
The service is based on a specialist network and claims a performance above 99.5 percent. Features include real time
tracking, returns through the same network
and a dedicated helpdesk.
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Itella Applies for Finvoice Licence

Swiss Post Offers New Services

Itella is aiming to join the Finvoice electronic invoice system
developed by the Finnish banking sector and has formed a
subsidiary, IPS Oy (Itella Payment Services) which is applying for a
payments traffic corporation licence.

Swiss Post is offering services to the Swiss public sector. It has
agreed to manage a pilot project in the canton of Geneva for
the electronic networking of doctors, hospitals and pharmacists,
and is offering cantons and municipalities across the country an
allocation service for the national dwelling identification number
(EWID).

At present, Itella transmits electronic invoicing data to consumers
through two channels: to the Finvoice e-invoice system via online
banks and directly to NetPosti online services. For companies,
Itella offers various electronic invoicing solutions.
The company says that by holding a licence it will operate more
efficiently offering an electronic service which covers all invoicing
forms to companies acting as senders and receivers. It will be
able to transmit invoice data on an equal basis through electronic
channels to consumer customers.
The decision to apply for a licence is not a first step towards
forming a bank. “We are not about to launch banking operations,
nor are we establishing a savings bank or a credit card service,”
said Jukka Alho, Itella’s president and chief executive officer.

Itella Handles Invoices for Cramo
Itella Information’s ability to handle both printed and electronic
invoice flows in different countries helped it to gain a contract
with international machine and equipment rental company,
Cramo.
The company will undertake sales and purchase invoice processing
in up to ten countries beginning initially in the Nordic region. It
will modify e-invoices so that they can be handled in Cramo’s
purchase invoice processing system and will scan printed invoices.

The medical networking pilot is expected to begin in the spring. It
will access Swiss Post’s security technology abilities and parts of its
infrastructure. It involves creation of an electronic patient dossier
that consolidates the documents and data required for treatment
by a range of health professionals.
The EWID will be required ahead of the 2010 census and will be
used to allocate every Swiss citizen to a household. Swiss Post has
cooperated with the Federal Statistical Office to develop a verification service that meets data protection regulations. This involves
verification on the ground by mail delivery personnel following
a check of municipal registers of residents against the National
Register of Buildings and Dwellings.

Correos Upgrades Vehicle Fleet
Correos is investing almost EUR 3 million in expanding and
renewing its vehicle fleet. It is purchasing twenty panel vans with
lifting platforms and 935 motorcycles.
The investment is part of a plan to renew the Correos fleet of
13,500-plus vehicles and to optimise the logistics network in
order to improve postal service quality, efficiency and accessibility.
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DHL Completes Carbon Neutral Facility

Royal Mail Beats Service Quality Targets

DHL has completed its first carbon neutral warehouse by transforming the main UK distribution centre of communication
company O2 near Wakefield, West Yorkshire.

Royal Mail exceeded its quality of service targets in the three
months to end September 2008 achieving a 93.4 percent on-time
performance for first class mail and 98.8 percent for second class
mail.

The project was undertaken by DHL Neutral Services, the
company’s in-house carbon consultancy. It is part of Deutsche
Post World Net’s GoGreen Programme to reduce its carbon emissions by thirty percent by 2020 and improve the cost efficiency of
its supply chain.

Standard parcels, Special Delivery, international European and
business bulk mail services also exceeded their targets.

An Post Committed to Quality of Service

At the O2 warehouse site, 98 percent of carbon emissions have
been eliminated and the remaining two percent is being offset via
Gold Standard Certified Emission Reductions (CERs).
The installation of motion sensors to electric lighting systems has
reduced energy consumption and a switch to a green energy tariff
provides energy from carbon-reduced sources.

Itella Signs up to Energy Efficiency Goal
Itella Corporation has signed up to the Finnish goods transportation and logistics sector energy efficiency agreement, whose
goal is to improve energy efficiency by nine percent by 2016.
The company will plan for continuous improvement in the energy
efficiency of transport and related buildings and will take account
of energy efficiency in its acquisitions. It will also require its
transport subcontractors to join the agreement and report their
energy consumption.
Prior to signing the agreement, Itella was already committed to
reducing its CO2 emissions by ten percent by 2012.
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An Post achieved an overall eighty percent next day delivery
performance for the three months prior of the end of September
2008. The result improved by one percent the performance An
Post achieved in the same period of 2007 and maintained the
performance it achieved in the three months to end June 2008.
An Post chief executive, Donal Connell said sustained quality
improvement was central to long-term business strategy:
“Everyone in An Post is committed to improving the quality of the
service we give to our customers. This is being achieved in parallel
with the implementation of a major change programme across
the whole organisation.”
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DHL Provides Supply Chain for BA Meals
DHL Exel Supply Chain has won a ten-year contract with British
Airways (BA) to handle in-flight services for short-haul and
domestic flights from London, Heathrow.
DHL will handle catering in partnership with its subcontractor,
Northern Foods, and will manage the supply chain from kitchen
to aircraft cabin. It will also handle in-flight retail, media and
passenger comfort products.
The company’s specialist Environmental and Compliance Solutions
division will be responsible for wash up and waste management
operations.
Meanwhile, DHL Global Forwarding has signed a EUR 300 million
global agreement with Sandvik Mining & Construction that builds
on a 25-year cooperation between the two companies.

UK Postage Rates to Rise in April
Postage rates in the UK will rise on April 6, increasing the price
of standard letters up to 100 grams by to GBP 0.39 for first class
mail and GBP 0.30 for second class.
Announcing the increases, Royal Mail pointed out that it lost GBP
100 million in the year to March 2008 through provision of the
universal service, and more than GBP 200 million across all priceregulated services.

An Post Joins Mobile Phone Market
An Post and Vodafone Ireland are to launch a Mobile Virtual
Network Operator (MVNO) which will offer prepaid mobile phone
services through An Post branches nationwide.
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“An Post’s MVNO will be able to draw on the strengths of two
of the most recognisable brands in Ireland – Vodafone’s superior
network and technology and An Post’s retail strength,” said
Charles Butterworth, Chief Executive of Vodafone Ireland.
An Post will purchase capabilities and capacity on Vodafone’s
network to provide An Post branded products and services
through its retail channels from summer 2009.

>>In Brief - Europe
Royal Mail Delivers Matter
Royal Mail has delivered its
first commercial Matter box,
containing free brand offers
from a range of international
household products and
services names. Matter, a box
that fits the standard dimensions of a UK household
letterbox, enables advertisers
to get their products and
services into the homes of
their target customers.
DHL Supports UNICEF in
Three Countries
DHL has extended its support
f o r U N I C E F Yo u n g C h i l d
Survival Development projects
from Kenya to India and Peru
through funding and volunteering by its employees.
Post Office Launches Internet
Training Aid
The UK Post Office has
developed a training aid,
Internet Buddy Guide,
designed to help people show
friends and family who are
not yet online how to send
e-mails, browse the web and
download files.

Swiss Post Parcel Rates in
Lower Cost Group
A comparative study of parcel
postage costs conducted by
the University of Fribourg in
Switzerland found that Swiss
Post’s prices are within the
least expensive third of postal
operators in Europe.
PostFinance has Independent
ombudsman
A new, independent conciliation service for complaints
against Swiss Post’s PostFinance started work on
January 1, headed by
Carol Franklin Engler as
ombudsman.
Speedy Loading Wins a
Record for TNT
TNT has entered the Guinness
Book of Records for the
fastest loading of cars on to
an aircraft. A team of seven
people fitted thirty Smart
Fortwo cars into a TNT B747
in 35 minutes and 34 seconds.
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Canada Post Challenges Pay Vote
In December, Canada Post requested a review of the vote on a
pay offer conducted by the Public Service Alliance of Canada
(PSAC) which represents workers in the Union of Postal Communications Employees (UPCE).
The union announced that its members rejected a tentative
agreement reached with the assistance of a mediator. Canada
Post’s concern was that the PSAC had failed to put its offer to a
vote correctly.
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Postal Service ‘Most Trusted’ by the Public
The United States Postal Service was ranked sixth out of 200
companies in 2008 designated as “most trusted” for safeguarding
consumers’ personal information, moving up one place from its
ranking in 2007.
The Ponemon Institute asked more than 6,000 adult US
consumers which companies they thought were most trustworthy
in handling their personal information responsibly. Of 706 cited,
211 made it to the final list with the US Postal Service in sixth
place.
The Postal Service has increased its privacy rating in each of the
four years since the survey began.

Employees complained of inconsistent communications from the
union about vote times and locations. Employees reported that
union representatives isolated those who had crossed picket lines,
calling them “scabs”, and encouraged other members to do the
same.
The UPCE went on strike in November. Its 2,100 members are
predominantly administrative and technical employees and do not
handle mail.

USPS Enhances its RIBBS Website
LThe United States Postal Service has enhanced its RIBBS website
for direct marketers.
The site offers information about CASS certified software, which
can help mailers standardise their addresses with correct abbreviations and spellings. This allows each element of the address to
be matched against the Postal Service ZIP+4 database, enabling
assignment of a ZIP+4 code, a prerequisite for barcoding and
receiving cost-saving automation discounts.
The site also proposes solutions for validating addresses against
actual delivery points. Links to Intelligent Mail services and the Flat
Sequencing Strategy are also available on RIBBS.
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DHL Wins Business in the US
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FedEx Cuts Costs
Announcing its second quarter results, FedEx Corp said it was
being challenged by some of the worst economic conditions in
the company’s 35-year history.
“With the decline in shipping trends during our second quarter
and the expectation that economic conditions will remain very
difficult through calendar 2009, we are taking additional actions
necessary to help offset weak demand, protect our business and
minimize the loss of jobs,” said Frederick W. Smith, FedEx Corp
chairman, president and chief executive officer.

DHL has won two major contracts in the United States, with
Systems Materials Handling (SMH) and Precise Engineering.
The contract with SMH nominates DHL as preferred international
shipping provider for parts distribution.
“In addition to DHL’s strong global network, its people have
demonstrated in-depth knowledge of trade facilitation and a
willingness to understand our business, which we expect will
vastly improve our distribution process and service to our valued
customers,” said Herbert Sercu, corporate traffic manager for
SMH.
DHL will deliver in North, South and Central America within 48
hours and will provide import express services to expedite imports
of parts from SMH locations in Europe.
The two-year agreement with Precise Engineering nominates DHL
as exclusive provider of international shipping services between
Asia-Pacific and the US.
The companies first started working together two years ago when
Precise Engineering began sourcing internationally. It has since
growth six-fold. “Precise Engineering has enjoyed tremendous
growth, attributed largely to an effective shipping strategy
through DHL that has reduced transit times between the US
and Asia from seven days through our previous carrier to under
three,” said Rick Barnard, vice president of operations for Precise
Engineering
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FedEx has already taken action to reduce expenses by more than
USD 1 billion in fiscal year 2009. Measures include elimination of
variable compensation payouts, a hiring freeze, personnel reductions at FedEx Freight and FedEx Office and volume-related reductions in labour hours and line-haul expenses.
Beginning in 2009, base salaries have been reduced by 7.5 to 10
percent for senior executives and by twenty percent for chief executive Frederick W. Smith. Remaining salaried exempt personnel
have seen pay cuts of five percent. No merit-based salary increases
will be paid to US salaried exempt personnel.
The company announced reported earnings of USD 1.58 per
diluted share for the quarter to November 30.
During the quarter, revenue rose one percent compared with the
same period the previous year to USD 9.54 billion. Operating
income was static year-on-year at USD 784 million and operating
margin was 8.2 percent compared with 8.3 percent.
Benefits from lower fuel prices and cost reduction were offset by
the negative impact of lower shipping volumes. The company’s
combined daily average package volume was down two percent
year-on-year.
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FedEx Announces More Rate Increases

UPS Expands Healthcare Services

FedEx Freight and FedEx National LTL have introduced 5.7 percent
general rate increases. These apply to interstate and intrastate
traffic and certain shipments between the United States and
Canada and Mexico.

UPS Supply Chain Solutions is to control two Merck & Co distribution centres from which most of the company’s United States
vaccines and pharmaceutical volume flows.

The 4.9 percent net average shipping rate announced earlier for
express services in the United States came into effect on January
7. This comprises a 6.9 percent increase in standard list rates
offset by a two percent reduction in fuel surcharge.

UPS Names US Operations Chief

The centres undertake temperature-sensitive storage, packaging and transportation services for vaccine and pharmaceutical
products. Together, they add more than 18,500sq metres of automated healthcare logistics space to the UPS network.
The agreement with Merck allows UPS to leverage the new facilities for other healthcare customers and allows Merck to take
advantage of the existing UPS healthcare distribution network.

Myron Gray will become senior vice president of UPS operations
in the United States when Jim Winestock, a
forty-year UPS veteran, retires at the end of
February.
Mr Gray is currently head of regional operations in Canada and Latin America. In his
new position he will join
the management
committee of
the twelve most
senior executives
in the company.
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Work/Life Balance More Important in 2009
In a survey in the United States conducted on behalf of FedEx
Office, 47 percent of respondents said that better work/life
balance would be even more important to them in 2009.
The sample of more than 500 adults in full-time employment
revealed that 58 percent of 18 to 34-year-olds believe it will
be more important to find better work/life balance, 46 percent
of those aged 34 to 54 and thirty percent of the fifty and older
group.
The “Finding Better Balance” survey involved a sample of panellists invited to participate in Braun Research’s omnibus study.
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>>In Brief - Americas
Stamp Committee Chief
Appointed
United States Postmaster
General John Potter has
appointed Jean Picker
Firstenberg as chairman of
the Citizen’s Stamp Advisory
Committee. Ms Picker has
served on the committee
since 2002.
DHL Voted Top by Frequent
Travellers
DHL has been awarded the
title: “Best International
Courier Service” in the US and
worldwide by the frequent
traveller readers of Business
Traveler Magazine.

Faster Links from UPS Freight
UPS Freight, the heavy freight
arm of UPS, has announced
faster transit times between
central Illinois and points
throughout the United
States.
Sky Postal Networks Expands
in the Middle East
Sky Postal Networks of Latin
America has entered a joint
venture agreement with
E-Commerce Ltd (Kuwait) to
expand is Punto Mio online
shopping facilitator services
to the Middle East.

UPS Charity Campaign Raises
USD 53M
More than 249,000 UPS
employees and retirees
pledged more than USD 53
million during the company’s
annual United Way campaign,
run by the UPS Foundation.
The Foundation identifies
specific projects where its
support can help produce a
measurable social impact.
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Asia-Pacific

UPS Hub Links China to Global Network

NZ Post Wins Ethical Governance Award

UPS has begun operating a new international hub at Pudong
International Airport, linking China to its global network.

New Zealand Post has received the Ethical Governance award in
the Deloitte/Management Top 200 awards.
Commenting on the award, John Allen, group chief executive,
said ethical behaviour and business sustainability through planned
corporate responsibility programmes were essential to future
business success.
New Zealand Post has strengthened its corporate responsibility
programme. In addition to providing a direct response to climate
change, it has established benchmarks for its broader corporate
responsibility practices and is working to enhance transparency
and public engagement for the Group’s activities.
Mr Allen said that business sustainability for New Zealand Post
Group was underpinned by providing a good financial rate of
return and an unqualified commitment to social obligations
through an integrated corporate responsibility programme that
frames community, environment, workplace and marketplace
practices.
He also congratulated Kiwibank chief executive, Sam Knowles
and the minority-owned associate company, Datacom Limited, for
being nominated in, respectively, the Executive of the Year and
Company of the Year categories.
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The facility features on-site, round-the-clock customs inspection.
UPS collaborated with Shanghai Customs to deploy a customs risk
management system at the facility. By merging UPS information
with Customs to identify high-risk items for inspection, the system
minimises unnecessary checks and expedites shipment clearance.
The hub has 117 conveyor belts and 47 docking bays plus a
package sorting capacity of 17,000 pieces an hour. It is also
designed for simultaneous rapid processing of heavy freight in
recognition of the different types of business done by importers
and exporters in China.

SingPost Launches Next Morning Service
Singapore Post Limited (SingPost) has launched A.M. Mail to offer
a time-certain delivery at an affordable price.
Bridging the gap between courier and regular mail service, A.M.
Mail allows customers to post their mail items using pre-paid
envelopes for delivery by 11.00 hours the next working day.
Pre-paid envelopes are available at all post offices. They take up
to 300 g or approximately fifty pieces of A4 sized paper.
During the promotional period from 15 December 2008 to 15
March 2009, customers will receive one complimentary envelope
for every purchase of ten.
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Credit Card Deal for China’s Postal Bank

India Post and DHL Launch Worldnet Express

China Postal Savings Bank has signed a credit card processing
agreement with China UnionPay Data (CUP Data), a joint venture
between US-based payment services provider TSYS and China
UnionPay.

India’s state-owned postal services company, India Post, has
launched WorldNet Express in partnership with DHL.

The China Postal Savings Bank has over USD 200 billion in
deposits and more than 36,000 branches. CUP Data provides
transaction processing, disaster recovery, data migration, system
integration and other value-added services for issuing banks in
China.

The service launched simultaneously across 232 post offices in all
the major cities of the country. It replaces Speed Post, India Post’s
own international express brand.
“Speed Post was delivering parcels in six to seven days but now
WorldNet Express will make the delivery in only three to four
days,” Postmaster General of Punjab, P.R. Kumar told journalists.

Japan’s LDP Concerned about Privatisation
Japan’s Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) is establishing a project
team to discuss full postal privatisation ahead of a three-yearly
re-examination of related services in March required under the
postal privatisation law.
During a meeting of the LDP parliamentary league on postal
services, members voiced criticism over the division of Japan Post
into four companies: Japan Post Service Co, Japan Post Insurance
Co, Japan Post Bank Co and Japan Post Network Co. There were
also concerns over the sale of government-held shares in Japan
Post group subsidiaries before full privatization of postal services.
There is increasing scepticism within the party over full postal
privatization, partly because Prime Minister Taro Aso recently
expressed doubt over the advisability of selling government-held
shares in Japan Post group companies.
Some members of the study group believe postal privatisation
has been a failure. As such, it is not ruling out the possibility of a
sweeping review.
Ichita Yamamoto, an LDP member of the upper house, said;
“If the LDP reverses course on postal privatization, it would be
reasonable to seek a public mandate on the matter by immediately dissolving the lower house for a general election.”
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Japan Post Tests Electric Vehicles
Japan Post Service is field testing two types of electric vehicle for
its collection and delivery and other business activities.
It is using the different types of vehicle to test their mobility,
economy and contribution to environmental protection activities.
It will use its findings to specify requirements for a postal service
vehicle to be developed by automotive manufacturers.

>>In Brief - Asia-Pacific
Post Fiji Upgrades Counter Automation
Post Fiji Limited has formalised its partnership with the Escher
Group to upgrade its counter automation system at its 29
online outlets. It has signed an agreement with for the implementation of Escher’s postal counter automation solution,
Riposte Essential.
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ABOUT THIS PUBLICATION
IPC Market Flash is a bi-weekly newsletter
providing a comprehensive look at new
developments emerging in the international
postal marketplace. It is published by the
Markets and Communication Department of the
International Post Corporation.
IPC Market Flash is sent out exclusively to IPC
member posts. If you would like to contribute an
article or photograph to this publication please
contact us via email at publications@ipc.be or
send your submissions to :
IPC
Head of Communication
Avenue du Bourget, 44
1130, Brussels
Belgium
While every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this report, the facts and
estimates stated are based on information and sources which, while we believe them
to be reliable, are not guaranteed. No liability can be accepted by International Post
Corporation, its directors or employees, for any loss occasioned to any person or entity
acting or failing act as a result of anything contained in or omitted from this report.
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